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THE FoF COMBINES ESIF FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS IN 
BULGARIA OVER THE 2014-2020 PERIOD
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The financial instruments provide a sustainable approach to utilizing 
the public funds and re-investing (Why?)

Overcoming Market Inefficiencies

FI provide financing to target groups of final 
recipients that have limited access to 
financing from the private sector. 

FI are tailored to the needs and 
requirements of the target final recipients 
and offer, in general, more favourable terms 

(pricing, maturity and/or collateral requirements).

Leverage Effect

In addition to the resources from the 
OPs, FIs mobilise additional private 
financing which increases the total 
amount of the support available to the 
final recipients

Revolving Funds

Resources paid back by the 
financed projects, and the 

potential other revenue 
generated from them, can be 
reused to provide support to 
other eligible final recipients 

and projects Expertise

Final recipients can benefit from the 
expertise of the financial 
intermediaries and other private sector 
partners in structuring economically 
viable projects

Fiscal Discipline

The resources made available via the 
instruments require that the final 
recipients pay them back, which 
leads to a more efficient use of public 
resources compared to grant support
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Support SMEs

Seed/startup € 55M

VC Fund € 25M

Mezz fund € 40M

TTF € 30M

FLPG € 70M

Microloans € 15M

Invest in а cleaner 
environment

Water fund € 115M

FLPG Waste € 27M

Promote inclusive 
development

Microloans € 25M

FLPG € 11M

Foster regional development

UDF(s) € 189M

The financial instruments provide a sustainable approach to utilizing 
the public funds and re-investing (What?)
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